High-quality gaskets – off-the-shelf or manufactured to your requirements right away

GasketXpress - the right gasket at the right time
Custom-made gaskets – high plant availability.

During a scheduled or unscheduled plant shut-down, the type of gasket needed, the size and quantity required often do not emerge until the components are dismantled. That is when you really need a reliable, gasket specialist who can provide the products quickly and flexibly, and is easy to do business with.

This is where EagleBurgmann GasketXpress comes into its own. Expertise and experience, great advice, well-equipped stock of gaskets and flexible, state-of-the-art in-house production facilities. A service you can rely on that helps to get the plant up and running again in the shortest possible time.

Just 3 seals, or a requirement for 10,000? EagleBurgmann is your reliable supplier for individual constructions, small series and also for large quantities – at convincing conditions.

Are you already benefitting from our TotalSealCare services? Here again, the logistics and production technology of EagleBurgmann GasketXpress comes into play, delivering standard and special gaskets exactly on time, for example, we cover prescheduled requirements for upcoming plant inspections and scheduled downtimes and ensure exact on-time delivery of standard and special gaskets for our customers.

A concept tailored to your needs.

From stock we can supply pipe and flange gaskets to ASME and EN standard dimensions, including Spiraltherm spiral wound gaskets, Kammprofile gaskets or ring type joints (RTJ). We also produce special gaskets to the customer’s specification or drawing, particularly gaskets for special equipment, vessels and heat exchangers. Our portfolio also includes soft gaskets cut to any shape individually on a CNC knife cutter.
Production expertise: Everything you need for top-notch gasket solutions.

The EagleBurgmann name has stood for best quality gaskets and compression packings since 1884, and continues to maintain this reputation. To guarantee top production quality, we have invested in competence, skilled and experienced workforce, and equipment at our new GasketXpress production unit.

Our production teams, who are gasket experts on the machine, are highly qualified and experienced. Our production facilities are state of the art and meet your quality requirements and our need for process reliability and a high level of automation.

The production equipment and machinery is designed exactly for your needs, including the latest spiral wound winding and Kammprofile machines, CNC lathes, along with CNC knife cutters.

EagleBurgmann quality gaskets: A lot more than meets the eye.

With EagleBurgmann gaskets, you are not only buying products with an optimum price/performance ratio, but you can also rely on the highest quality. We regard the “Made in Germany” quality promise as a commitment and more specifically, our quality management system is certified to DIN ISO 9001.

We only use the best quality raw materials and apply extremely stringent quality assurance checks. Seamless traceability of the raw materials, compliance with strict production tolerances, and 100 % reproducible gasket quality are combined to ensure our outstanding product reliability.

We have our own testing laboratory for in-process inspections and tests, such as hardness tests for spiral wound gaskets with full compression curve documentation, leakage measurements with the helium mass spectrometer, profile sensors for Kammprofile gaskets, surface roughness measurements, hardness tests for ring type joints, material analyses, and positive material identification (PMI) tests.

For the production of gaskets for nuclear installations, EagleBurgmann has a KTA approval for system and product-related quality assurance. A must for our customers in the energy sector in Germany.

Fast delivery to where you need it.

In urgent cases, we aim to deliver to you within 24 hours of receiving your order. Our GasketXpress center is situated in Wolfratshausen, Germany. From here we supply our subsidiaries and service centers all across Europe and – if you want – we can deliver directly to your site. Besides the GasketXpress plant in Wolfratshausen we run various production units (e.g., equipped with gasket cutting plotters, spiral wound production cells) at various locations worldwide.

When you need a gasket now – simply get in touch with your local EagleBurgmann contact.
EagleBurgmann is one of the internationally leading companies for industrial sealing technology. Our products are used everywhere where safety and reliability are important: in the oil and gas industry, refining technology, the petrochemical, chemical and pharmaceutical industries, food processing, power, water, mining, pulp & paper, aerospace and many other spheres. Every day, more than 6,000 employees contribute their ideas, solutions and commitment towards ensuring that customers all over the world can rely on our seals. Our modular TotalSealCare service underlines our strong customer orientation and offers tailor-made services for every application.
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EagleBurgmann. Rely on excellence